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Abstract
We prove change of variables formulas [Itô formulas] for functions of both
arithmetic and geometric averages of geometric fractional Brownian motion.
They are valid for all convex functions, not only for smooth ones. These change
of variables formulas provide us integral representations of functions of average
in the sense of generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
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1 Introduction
In the case of fractional Brownian motion (fBm) it is non-trivial, which functionals
have integral representation. In [1], the authors prove that a convex function of the
end value of fBm or geometric fBm (gfBm) have an integral representation. In this
paper, we prove that analogous integral representations can be constructed also for
functionals that are convex functions of the average of fBm or gfBm.
It turns out that the integral representation is the same as for continuous func-
tions of bounded variation. This is not obvious, since for some functionals the in-
tegral representations in fBm case and bounded variation case are not the same,
see [2].
The usual change of variables formula is not enough for the proofs of the main
results, but we need the functional change of variables formula ([4]). For the proof
of the existence, we use fractional Besov space techniques.
What is a bit surprising here is that we are able to find explicit integral rep-
resentations for functionals that are functions of the arithmetic average of gfBm.
Such formulas are not known even in the case of geometric Brownian motion. The
geometric Brownian motion case would correspond to finding Black-Scholes hedging
strategies of arithmetic Asian options.
In this article we will always work in a fixed filtered probability space pΩ,F , pFtqt¥0,Pq.
The probability space is assumed to be complete. We deal with fractional Brow-
nian motion (fBm) pBH ptqqt¥0, where the Hurst parameter satisfies H P
 
1
2
, 1

.
Fractional Brownian motion is a Gaussian process satisfying
EBHptq  BHp0q
and
CovpBHptq, BH psqq 
1
2
 
t2H   s2H  |t s|2H

.
For this range of H , fBm has long-range dependence property. We will mainly
consider functionals of geometric fractional Brownian motion (gfBm) pSptqqt¥0 
 
expBHptq

t¥0
. The stochastic integrals of the article are always pathwise. They
are understood in generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense if not mentioned otherwise.
2 Main results
2.1 Existence of stochastic integral
The aim of this subsection is to prove that the integrands considered in the paper
are integrable with respect to fractional Brownian motion in generalized Lebesgue-
Stieltjes sense. We proceed here analogously to [1]. However, we will need a func-
tional version of the Itô formula that can be found from [4].
In the proof of the following theorem we will need the concept of fractional Besov
spaces. For a short introduction to that topic, see appendix A.
Let f be a convex function on R. We refer to [9, appendix 3] for the following
facts: The left derivative f 1

pxq (resp. right derivative f 1
 
pxq) exists for all x P R. If
f is differentiable at x then f 1pxq  f 1

pxq. The second derivative f2 of a convex
function exists in the sense of distributions and it is a Radon measure on real line.
On the other hand, for any Radon measure ν on R there is a convex function g such
that g2  ν.
In what follows, we will use the following notation. For t P r0, T s let
Gptq  exp

1
T
» t
0
log Spsqds


Sptq
Tt
T ,
where Sptq  eB
H
ptq.
Theorem 2.1. Let f be a convex function. Then for t P r0, T s the integral
» t
0
T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsqdBH psq
exists almost surely as a generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
The proof is in section 3. A result similar to theorem 2.1 can be proved analo-
gously for the case of arithmetic average. In that case the theorem takes the following
form.
Theorem 2.2. Let f be a convex function and t P r0, T s, then the integral
» t
0
f 1


T  s
T
Spsq  
1
T
» s
0
Spuqdu


T  s
T
SpsqdBH psq
exists almost surely as a generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
The proof is in section 3.
2.2 Change of variables formulas
In this subsection the functional change of variables formula of [4] is extended
for non-smooth convex functions composed with functionals of path of geometric
fractional Brownian motion. Considered functionals are geometric and arithmetic
2
averages. For the concepts of horizontal and vertical derivatives and the notation
used, see appendix B.
We begin by proving a change of variables formula (Itô formula) for the two
averages. Note that dSptq  SptqdBH ptq.
Proposition 2.3. For all t P r0, T s it holds almost surely that
Gptq  Sp0q  
» t
0
T  s
T
GpsqdBH psq,
where the stochastic integral is understood as a limit of Riemann sums over a se-
quence of partitions such that the maximum step size goes to zero.
Corollary 2.4. In particular
exp

1
T
» T
0
BHpsqds

Sp0q  
» T
0
T  s
T
exp

1
T
» s
0
BHpuqdu 
T  s
T
BHpsq


dBHpsq
Proof. Set
FtpB
H
t q  Sptq
Tt
T exp

1
T
» t
0
BHpsqds


.
The horizontal defivative at time s P r0, ts of F is
DsFspB
H
s q  0.
The vertical derivative is
BxF pB
H
s q 
T  s
T
e
1
T
³
s
0
BHpuqdu Ts
T
BHpsq.
The second vertical derivative is given analogously by
B
2
xF pB
H
s q 

T  s
T

2
e
1
T
³
s
0
BHpuqdu Ts
T
BHpsq.
We know that fractional Brownian motion has zero quadratic variation property for
H ¡ 1
2
. Therefore we have by [4, theorem 3] that
Sptq
Tt
T exp

1
T
» t
0
BH psqds


eB
H
p0q
 
» t
0
T  s
T
exp

1
T
» s
0
BHpuqdu 
T  s
T
BH psq


dBHpsq,
where the stochastic integral is understood as a limit of Riemann sums over a
sequence of partitions such that the maximum step size goes to zero.
We have an analogous result for functionals depending on the arithmetic average.
Proposition 2.5. For all t P r0, T s it holds almost surely that
T  t
T
Sptq  
1
T
» t
0
Spsqds  Sp0q  
» t
0
T  s
T
SpsqdBH psq,
where the stochastic integral is understood as a limit of Riemann sums over a se-
quence of partitions such that the maximum step size goes to zero.
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Corollary 2.6. In particular
1
T
» T
0
Spsqds  Sp0q  
» T
0
T  s
T
SpsqdBHpsq.
Proof. The proof goes analogously to the proof of proposition 2.3. Let us define a
non-anticipative functional
FtpB
H
t q 
T  t
T
Sptq  
1
T
» t
0
Spsqds.
The horizontal derivative vanishes and the vertical derivative is given as
BxF pB
H
s q 
T  s
T
eB
H
psq.
The second vertical derivative is also Ts
T
eB
H
psq. Hence, the change of variables
formula of [4] takes the form as claimed.
Remark 2.7. Note that proposition 2.5 could be proved alternatively using integra-
tion by parts.
Now we are ready to provide integral representations first for functionals de-
pending on geometric average and then also for options depending on arithmetic
average of gfBm. Finally we obtain corresponding results for arithmetic average
when gfBm is replaced by fBm itself.
Theorem 2.8. Let t P r0, T s, Sptq  eB
H
ptq be a geometric fractional Brownian
motion with H P
 
1
2
, 1

and f be a convex function. Then it holds almost surely that
f

exp

1
T
» t
0
BHpsqds


Sptq
Tt
T


 fpSp0qq  
» t
0
T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsqdBH psq,
where the stochastic integral in the right side is understood in the sense of generalized
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
The proof is in section 3.
Corollary 2.9. In particular,
f

exp

1
T
» T
0
BHpsqds

 fpSp0qq  
» T
0
T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsqdBH psq.
Following theorem is one of the main results, providing integral representations
for functionals depending on arithmetic average of gfBm.
Theorem 2.10. Let t P r0, T s, Sptq  eB
H
ptq be a geometric fractional Brownian
motion with H P
 
1
2
, 1

and f be a convex function. Then it holds almost surely that
f

T  t
T
Sptq  
1
T
» t
0
Spsqds


fpSp0qq  
» t
0
f 1


T  s
T
Spsq  
1
T
» s
0
Spuqdu


T  s
T
SpsqdBHpsq,
where the stochastic integral in the right side is understood in the sense of generalized
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
4
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 2.8.
Corollary 2.11. In particular,
f

1
T
» T
0
Spsqds

fpSp0qq  
» T
0
f 1


T  s
T
Spsq  
1
T
» s
0
Spuqdu


T  s
T
SpsqdBH psq.
Remark 2.12. The result of theorem 2.10 can be written also when the geometric
fractional Brownian motion S is replaced by a fractional Brownian motion BH with
H P
 
1
2
, 1

. In that case we obtain for t P r0, T s and for a convex function f that
f

T  t
T
BH ptq  
1
T
» t
0
BHpsqds


fpBHp0qq  
» t
0
T  s
T
f 1


T  s
T
BHpsq  
1
T
» s
0
BH puqdu


dBH psq
almost surely as a generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
3 Proofs
3.1 Lemmas
It is easy to prove the following.
Lemma 3.1. Let δ P p0, Hq. Almost surely

Sptq1
t
T
	
tPr0,T s
has Hölder continuous
sample paths of order H  δ.
Lemma 3.2. Assume that Xptq is a stochastic process having density ptpxq s.t.
there exists gptq P L1pr0, T sq s.t. for almost all t P p0, T s it holds that
ptpyq ¤ gptq
for all y P R. Let α P p0, 1q, then
E
» T
0
|Xptq   x|αdt   C   8,
where C does not depend on x.
Proof. First we note that
E
» T
0
1
t|Xptq x|¥1u|Xptq   x|
αdt ¤ T.
Thus it is enough to consider finiteness of
E
» T
0
1
t|Xptq x| 1u|Xptq   x|
αdt.
We note that
E1
t|Xptq x| 1u|Xptq   x|
α
¤ gptq
»
R
1
t|y x| 1u|y   x|
αdy
¤gptq
» x 1
x1
|y   x|αdy  gptq
2
1 α
.
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Now by Fubini’s theorem
E
» T
0
1
t|Xptq x| 1u|Xptq   x|
αdt 
» T
0
E
 
1
t|Xptq x| 1u|Xptq   x|
α

dt
¤
2
1 α
}g}L1pr0,T sq.
The proof of the following lemma uses Malliavin calculus. For a detailed expres-
sion of the topic, see [8]. Let H be an isonormal Gaussian Hilbert space associated
with process BH . Thus H is equipped with inner product defined by
  1
r0,ts, 1r0,ss ¡H
1
2
pt2H   s2H  |t s|2Hq
for t, s P r0, T s. Malliavin derivative of a random variable F phq, h P H is denoted by
DF and it takes its values in H. The second Malliavin derivative D2F is an element
of space HbH. Besides of the norms of H and HbH and proper LppΩq norms, we
will need the following norm
}D2F }
p
LppΩ;HbHq
 Ep}D2F }
p
HbH
q.
Lemma 3.3. Let Xptq  Tt
T
eB
H
ptq
 
1
T
³t
0
eB
H
puqdu. The density of random vari-
able Xptq exists and it is denoted by ptpxq. Furthermore, there exists g P L
1
pr0, T sq
such that ptpxq ¤ gptq for all x P R and almost all t P r0, T s.
Proof. The density of Xptq exists by [8, prop. 2.1.1.]. By [8, prop. 2.1.2.] we have
for α, β, q ¡ 0 s.t. 1
α
 
1
β
 
1
q
 1 that
ptpxq ¤ Cα,β,q

PpXptq ¡ xq
1
q
	
Ep}DXptq}1
H
q   }D2Xptq}LαpΩ;HbHq


}DXptq}2
H


LβpΩq
	
.
We have that
DXptq 
T  t
T
eB
H
ptq1
r0,ts  
1
T
» t
0
eB
H
puq1
r0,usdu
and
D2Xptq 
T  t
T
eB
H
ptq1
r0,ts b 1r0,ts  
1
T
» t
0
eB
H
puq1
r0,us b 1r0,usdu.
It holds that
}DXptq}2H 

T  t
T

2
e2B
H
ptqt2H (3.1)
 
1
T 2
» t
0
» t
0
eB
H
puq BH pvq 1
2
 
u2H   v2H  |u v|2H

dudv
 
T  t
T 2
» t
0
eB
H
ptq BHpuq
 
u2H   t2H  pt uq2H

du.
Now we have
» t
0
» t
0
eB
H
puq BH pvq 1
2
 
u2H   v2H  |u v|2H

dudv
¥
1
2
exp

2 inf
sPr0,T s
BH psq


» t
0
» t
0
 
u2H   v2H  |u v|2H

dudv

1
2
exp

2 inf
sPr0,T s
BH psq


2
2H   1

1
p2H   1qpH   1q


t2H 2.
6
Note that all the three terms in the right side of equation (3.1) are positive. Thus
we have for some constant C1 ¡ 0 that
}DXptq}H ¥ C1 exp

inf
sPr0,T s
BHpsq


T  t
T
tH _ tH 1


.
The norm of the second Malliavin derivative can be bounded as
}D2Xptq}2HbH 

T  t
T

2
e2B
H
ptq
  1
r0,ts b 1r0,ts, 1r0,ts b 1r0,ts ¡HbH
  2
T  t
T 2
» t
0
eB
H
puq BH ptq
  1
r0,ts b 1r0,ts, 1r0,us b 1r0,us ¡HbH du
 
1
T 2
» t
0
» t
0
eB
H
puq BHpvq
  1
r0,us b 1r0,us, 1r0,vs b 1r0,vs ¡HbH dudv


T  t
T

2
e2B
H
ptqt4H   2
T  t
T 2
» t
0
eB
H
puq BHptq 1
4
 
t2H   u2H  pt uq2H
2
du
 
1
T 2
» t
0
» t
0
eB
H
puq BHpvq 1
4
 
v2H   u2H  |v  u|2H
2
dudv
¤C˜2 exp

2 sup
sPr0,T s
BHpsq

 
t4H   t4H 2

¤ C2 exp

2 sup
sPr0,T s
BHpsq

t4H ,
for some constants C˜2 and C2. Now,
ptpxq ¤Cα,β,qpC
1
1 E exp

 inf
sPr0,T s
BHpsq


tH
T
T  t
^ tH1


  C
2β
1 C2Ee
α supsPr0,T s B
H
psq
Eeβ infsPr0,T s B
H
psqt4H
α
2 tp2H 2q
β
2
q
¤C

tH
T
T  t
^ tH1


  t2HαtpH 1qβ


P L1pr0, T sq
if we choose α, β, q such that 2αH  pH   1qβ ¡ 1. For example α  q  4 and
β  2 is a possible choice.
Lemma 3.4. The density of random variable logGptq exists and is denoted by
ptpxq. Furthermore, there exists g P L
1
pr0, T sq such that ptpxq ¤ gptq for all x P R
and almost all t P r0, T s.
Proof. The existence of ptpxq is due to Gaussianity of logGptq.
logGptq 
T  t
T
BHptq  
1
T
» t
0
BHpuqdu.
The Malliavin derivative is
D logGptq 
T  t
T
1
r0,ts  
1
T
» t
0
1
r0,usdu.
The second Malliavin derivative D2 logGptq  0. Hence, by [8, prop. 2.1.2.]
ptpxq ¤ C

tH
T
T  t
^ tH1


P L1pr0, T sq.
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Lemma 3.5. Let p ¥ 1. Then there exists C   8 such that
E| logGptq  logGpsq|p ¤ C|t s|pH .
Proof. Follows from the corresponding property of fBm.
Lemma 3.6. Let p ¥ 1 and
Xptq 
T  t
T
eB
H
ptq
 
1
T
» t
0
eB
H
puqdu.
Then there exists C   8 such that
E |Xptq Xpsq|
p
¤ C|t s|pH .
Proof.
|Xptq Xpsq| ¤



eB
H
ptq
 eB
H
psq



 
1
T



teB
H
ptq
 teB
H
psq



 
1
T



teB
H
psq
 seB
H
psq



 
|t s|
T
sup
uPr0,T s
eB
H
puq
¤2



eB
H
ptq
 eB
H
psq



  |t s|
1
T

eB
H
psq
  sup
uPr0,T s
eB
H
puq

.
Note that for a, b ¥ 0 it holds that pa  bqp ¤ 2ppap  bpq. Thus it is enough to show
the claim term-wise. The last term is obvious. For the first one we note that
|ex  ey| 




» y
x
eudu




¤ |x y|ex_y.
Now we have by Hölder inequality that
E



eB
H
ptq
 eB
H
psq



p
¤
b
E|BHptq BHpsq|2p

E sup
uPr0,T s
|eB
H
puq
|
2p
¤
b
C˜|t s|2pH
a
Ee2p supuPr0,T s B
H
puq
¤ C|t s|pH .
Finiteness of Ee2p supuPr0,T sB
H
puq follows from [6, p. 182-184].
3.2 Proofs of main results
Proof of theorem 2.1. We have to show that for some β P p1H, 1
2
q it holds that








T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsq








2,β
  8 almost surely.
Then we obtain the claim using theorem 4.4. First of all,
» T
0




T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsq




1
sβ
ds ¤ sup
uPr0,T s

f 1

pGpuqqGpuq


» T
0
sβds   8 a.s..
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The other term of the Besov norm is more complicated. Define
gptq 
T  t
T
f 1

pGptqqGptq.
We obtain for 0 ¤ s ¤ t ¤ T that
|gptq  gpsq| 
1
T
exp

1
T
» s
0
logSpuqdu







exp

1
T
» t
s
logSpuqdu


pT  tqSptq1
t
T f 1

pGptqq  pT  sqSpsq1
s
T f 1

pGpsqq




.
For the difference we obtain by the triangle inequality that




exp

1
T
» t
s
log Spuqdu


pT  tqSptq1
t
T f 1

pGptqq  pT  sqSpsq1
s
T f 1

pGpsqq




¤




exp

1
T
» t
s
log Spuqdu


 1




pT  tqSptq1
t
T

f 1

pGptqq


  pt sqSptq1
t
T
|f 1

pGptqq|
  pT  sq



Sptq1
t
T
 Spsq1
s
T




f 1

pGptqq


  pT  sqSpsq1
s
T

f 1

pGptqq  f 1

pGpsqq


:A1  A2  A3  A4.
Let us proceed term-wise:




exp

1
T
» t
s
logSpuqdu


 1




¤
8
¸
k1



1
T
³t
s
logSpuqdu



k
k!
¤
1
T
pt sq sup
uPr0,T s
| logSpuq|
8
¸
k0



1
T
pt sq supuPr0,T s | logSpuq|



k
pk   1q!
¤
1
T
pt sq sup
uPr0,T s
| logSpuq| exp

1
T
pt sq sup
uPr0,T s
| logSpuq|

.
Hence,
» T
0
» t
0
A1
pt sqβ 1
dsdt
¤ sup
uPr0,T s
Spuq1
u
T sup
uPr0,T s
|f 1

pGpuqq| sup
uPr0,T s
| logSpuq|esupuPr0,T s | logSpuq|

» T
0
» t
0
pt sqβdsdt   8
almost surely. For the second term we have
» T
0
» t
0
A2
pt sqβ 1
dsdt
¤

sup
uPr0,T s
Spuq1
u
T

sup
uPr0,T s
|f 1

pGpuqq|
» T
0
» t
0
pt sqβdsdt   8
9
almost surely. For the third one we can use lemma 3.1. Let us choose δ  Hβ
2
.
Now 0   δ   H β. Thus there exists almost surely finite constant Cpωq such that
» T
0
» t
0
A3
pt sqβ 1
dsdt ¤ T sup
uPr0,T s
|f 1

pGpuqq|Cpωq
» T
0
» t
0
pt sqpHβqδ1dsdt   8
almost surely. We need an estimate for the fourth term and then we are done. Let
us denote the second (distribution) derivative of f by µ. Let us assume first that
κ  supppµq is compact. By [9, p. 545] or [1], we have estimate
» T
0
» t
0
A4
pt sqβ 1
dsdt
¤T

sup
uPr0,T s
Spuq1
u
T

» T
0
» t
0
»
κ
1
tGpsq x Gptqu   1tGptq x Gpsqu
pt sqβ 1
µpdxqdsdt.
Consider now integral of the first indicator. The other one can be considered anal-
ogously.
J 
» T
0
» t
0
»
κ
1
tGpsq x Gptqu
pt sqβ 1
µpdxqdsdt.
By Tonelli’s theorem we have that
EJ 
»
κ
E

» T
0
» t
0
1
tGpsq x Gptqu
pt sqβ 1
dsdt

µpdxq.
Let us define now
Ttpxq : sup tu P r0, ts : Gpuq  xu ,
with the convention that supremum over an empty set is 0. On the set tω P Ω : x  
Gptqu it holds that Ttpxq   t a.s.. Thus,
» t
0
1
tGpsq x Gptqu
pt sqβ 1
ds
¤
» Ttpxq
0
1
tx Gptqu
pt sqβ 1
ds  1
tx Gptqu
pt Ttpxqq
β
 tβ
β
.
In the case that Ttpxq  0, this upperbound is zero. In what follows we assume that
0   Ttpxq   t. We define process pY ptqqtPr0,T s by
Y ptq  logGptq.
We use lemma 3.5 and Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey inequality [5] or [8, A.3], and
obtain that for p ¥ 1 and γ P p 1
p
, Hq there exists Dpωq such that for all s, t P r0, T s
|Y ptq  Y psq|
p
¤ Dpωq|t s|γp1
» T
0
» T
0
|Y pu1q  Y pu2q|
p
|u1  u2|γp 1
du2du1.
Substituting s  Ttpxq to the inequality we obtain
|Y ptq  log x|
p
¤Dpωqpt Ttpxqq
γp1
» T
0
» T
0
|Y pu1q  Y pu2q|
p
|u1  u2|γp 1
du2du1.
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Fix ǫ P p0, H 1
2
q and choose p  2
ǫ
and γ  H ǫ
2
. Let ξ P p0, ǫ
2
q. By Hξ -Hölder
continuity of paths of Y it holds that
» T
0
» T
0
|Y pu1q  Y pu2q|
2
ǫ
|u1  u2|
2H
ǫ
du2du1 ¤ C˜
» T
0
» T
0
|u1  u2|

2ξ
ǫ du1du2   8 a.s.. (3.2)
Now in the set tω P Ω : Gpsq   x   Gptqu  tω P Ω : x   GptquXtω P Ω : Ttpxq ¡ 0u
we have that
|Y ptq  log x|
¤Dpωq
ǫ
2
pt Ttpxqq
Hǫ

» T
0
» T
0
|Y pu1q  Y pu2q|
2
ǫ
|u1  u2|
2H
ǫ
du2du1

ǫ
2
.
For each t ¡ 0, it holds almost surely that
|Y ptq  log x| ¡ 0.
Hence,
pt Ttpxqq
β
¤Dpωq
βǫ
2pHǫq
|Y ptq  log x|

β
Hǫ


» T
0
» T
0
|Y pu1q  Y pu2q|
2
ǫ
|u1  u2|
2H
ǫ
du2du1

ǫβ
2pHǫq
almost surely. Using equation (3.2), we have for some almost surely finite random
variable D2pωq that
» T
0
pt Ttpxqq
βdt ¤ D2pωq
» T
0
|Y ptq  log x|

β
Hǫ dt.
Note that D2pωq does not depend on x. Now we use lemmas 3.2 and 3.4 and obtain
that
E

» T
0
|Y ptq  log x|

β
Hǫ dt

  c1   8.
This implies that
E

» T
0
» t
0
1
tGpsq x Gptqu
pt sqβ 1
dsdt

  c2   8, (3.3)
where c1, c2 do not depend on x. Thus,
» T
0
» t
0
A4
pt sqβ 1
dsdt   8 a.s.,
because µpκq   8. This proves the theorem in the case that supppµq is compact.
Let us now consider the general case with no assumption on the compactness of
supppµq. For any n P Z  we define
Ωn 
"
ω P Ω :

max
uPr0,T s
Gpuq


P r0, ns
*
. (3.4)
Let us define now a new convex function
fnpxq  fpxq1
txPr0,nsu   pf
1

pnqpx nq   fpnqq1
tx¡nu   pf
1
 
p0qx  fp0qq1
tx 0u.
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Now fnpxq  fpxq, when x P r0, ns. Let us denote the second derivative of fn by
µn. We know that supppµnq  r0, ns is compact. We know also that almost surely
» t
0
f 1npGpsqq
T  s
T
GpsqdBH psq
is well defined a.s. on Ωn. By the definition of sets Ωn, we know that Ω 

8
n1 Ωn.
Thus, the stochastic integral is well-defined in generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes sense
almost surely for ω P Ω. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of theorem 2.2. The proof is analogous to the proof of theorem 2.1. We need
lemma 3.6 to apply Garsia-Rodemich-Rumsey theorem to process
Xptq 
T  t
T
eB
H
ptq
 
1
T
» t
0
eB
H
puqdu.
After that we use lemma 3.3 instead of lemma 3.4.
Proof of theorem 2.8. First we prove the result for smooth functions f and then we
use fractional Besov space techniques to obtain the general case.
If f P C2, then we can use the Itô formula of [4] and lemmas 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9 to
obtain that
f

e
1
T
³
t
0
BH psqdsSptq
Tt
T
	
(3.5)
f

eB
H
p0q
	
 
» t
0
f 1


exp

1
T
» s
0
BHpuqdu 
T  s
T
BHpsq



T  s
T
 exp

1
T
» s
0
BHpuqdu 
T  s
T
BHpsq


dBHpsq,
f

eB
H
p0q
	
 
» t
0
T  s
T
f 1

pGpsqqGpsqdBH psq.
where the stochastic integral is understood as a limit of Riemann sums. The aim
from now on is to show that equation (3.5) holds for any convex f and the integral
is generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.
Let now f be convex function, f2  µ in the sense of distributions and φ some
positive C8pp8, 0sq function with compact support such that
» 0
8
φpyqdy  1.
Define now for n P Z
 
the approximating functions
fnpxq  n
» 0
8
fpx  yqφpnyqdy.
For each n, fn P C
8 is convex and locally bounded ([9, p. 221]). It also holds for
g P C8 with compact support that
lim
nÑ8
»
R
gpxqf2npxqdx 
»
R
gpxqµpdxq. (3.6)
Define now for k P N, Ωk as in equation (3.4). Let us choose some convex functions
fn,k P C
2
pRq s.t. fn,kpxq  fnpxq, when x P r0, ks and f
2
n,kpxq  0, when x P
Rzr1, k  1s s.t.
» 0
1
f2n,kpxqdx  
» k 1
k
f2n,kpxqdx ¤ 1.
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Note that convexity is preserved as long as f2n,k ¥ 0. Now fn,k is a convex C
2
function with compactly supported second derivative. By equation (3.5) we have
that the change of variables formula holds for functions fn and fn,k for all k, n P N.
It holds almost surely by [9, p.221] that
fn pGptqqq Ñ f pGptqq
and
f 1npGptqq Ñ f
1

pGptqq.
For the convergence of the stochastic integral we will use the theory of appendix A.
It turns out that it is sufficient to show for some β P
 
1H, 1
2

that almost surely



f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1

pGptqqGptq




2,β
Ñ 0, as nÑ8.
We will first show this in set Ωk. Fix β P
 
1H, 1
2

. We have by convexity that
sup
uPr0,T s
|f 1npGpuqq| 





f 1n

sup
uPr0,T s
Gpuq






_




f 1n

inf
uPr0,T s
Gpuq






.
Thus, we have for n large enough that

f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1

pGptqqGptq


tβ
¤
2 supuPr0,T s pGpuqq

supuPr0,T s

f 1

pGpuqq


  1
	
tβ
P L1pr0, T sq.
The Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem now implies that almost surely
» T
0

f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1

pGptqqGptq


tβ
dtÑ 0.
For the other term of the norm we obtain
|f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1

pGptqqGptq  pf 1npGpsqqGpsq  f
1

pGpsqqGpsqq|
pt sqβ 1
¤
|f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1
npGpsqqGpsq|
pt sqβ 1
 
|f 1

pGptqqGptq  f 1

pGpsqqGpsq|
pt sqβ 1
.
We have
|f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1
npGpsqqGpsq|
pt sqβ 1
(3.7)
¤
|f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1
npGptqqGpsq|
pt sqβ 1
  sup
uPr0,T s
Gpuq
|f 1n,kpGptqq  f
1
n,kpGpsqq|
pt sqβ 1
.
Choose δ  Hβ
2
. We have for n large enough using lemma 3.1 that
» T
0
» t
0
|f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1
npGptqqGpsq|
pt sqβ 1
dsdt
¤Cpωq
» T
0
» t
0

sup
uPr0,T s

f 1

pGpuqq


  1

pt sqHδ
pt sqβ 1
dsdt   8
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and by the proof of theorem 2.1 that
E
» T
0
» t
0
|f 1n,kpGptqq  f
1
n,kpGpsqq|
pt sqβ 1
dsdt
¤
» k 1
1
c2f
2
n,kdx ¤ c2   c2
» k
0
f2npxqdx   C   8,
where c2 is as in equation (3.3) and C does not depend on n because
³k
0
f2npxqdxÑ
µpr0, ksq by equation (3.6). Note that µpr0, ksq   8, because µ is a Radon measure.
Now we get by dominated convergence theorem that almost surely in Ωk
» T
0
» t
0

f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1
npGpsqqGpsq 
 
f 1

pGptqqGptq  f 1

pGpsqqGpsq



pt sqβ 1
dsdt
ÑnÑ8 0
and thus almost surely in Ωk
||f 1npGptqqGptq  f
1

pGptqqGptq||2,β ÑnÑ8 0. (3.8)
We note that Ω 

8
k1 Ωk and thus (3.8) holds almost surely in Ω. This implies
that the approximating integrals converge to an integral in generalized Lebesgue-
Stieltjes sense. Moreover, the limiting integral is what is claimed.
4 Conclusions
In this paper we were able to extend the functional Itô formula of [4] for non-
smooth convex functions in the special case of driving gfBm or fBm and functional
depending on the average of the driving process.
The results of section 2 remain true if we add such deterministic drift to fBm
that does not change path properties. That is, we can add Hölder continuos drift
with zero quadratic variation.
For a smooth f the integral representations are limits of Riemann sums. This can
be used as a starting point for developing a discretizing method for the stochastic
integral.
4.1 Financial interpretation
The results of the paper can be used for obtaining hedges for Asian options in frac-
tional Black-Scholes model. In this model, the stock price is modeled by geomet-
ric fBm Sptq  expBH ptq. However, this model allows for arbitrage opportunities
([3, 10, 1]). Thus, the use of such model as a financial model is questionable. In fact
the results of this paper can be used for obtaining new arbitrage examples in that
model.
4.1.1 Arbitrage opportunity
Theorems 2.8 and 2.10 provide us concrete examples of arbitrage opportunities
in fractional Black-Scholes model. In the setup of Theorem 2.10 we say that the
arithmetic Asian call option with payoff

1
T
» T
0
SpsqdsK

 
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is out-of-the-money at time t   T if
1
T
» t
0
Spsqds 
T  t
T
Sptq   K.
It is easy to see that out-of-the-money options in this sense have zero hedging cost,
even though the option will be in-the-money at maturity T with positive probability.
Appendix A: Fractional Besov spaces and general-
ized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrals
For the following facts, we refer to [7]. Let β P p0, 1q.
Definition 4.1. Fractional Besov space of order 1, β is denoted by W β1 pr0, T sq. Let
f : r0, T s ÞÑ R be measurable. We say that f PW
β
1 pr0, T sq if
||f ||1,β  sup
0¤s t¤T

|fptq  fpsq|
pt sqβ
 
» t
s
|fpuq  fpsq|
pu sqβ 1
du


  8.
Note that ||  ||1,β is not a norm but a seminorm.
Definition 4.2. Fractional Besov space of order 2, β is denoted by W β2 pr0, T sq. Let
f : r0, T s ÞÑ R be measurable. We say that f PW
β
2 pr0, T sq if
||f ||2,β 
» T
0
|fptq|
tβ
dt 
» T
0
» t
0
|fptq  fpsq|
pt sqβ 1
dsdt   8.
Let us denote by Cαpr0, T sq the Hölder continuous functions of order α on r0, T s.
It holds for ǫ P p0, β ^ p1 βqq that
Cβ ǫpr0, T sq W
β
1 pr0, T sq  C
βǫ
pr0, T sq.
Thus for 0   β   H the trajectories of fBm BH belong to W β1 pr0, T sq almost surely.
It also holds that
Cβ ǫpr0, T sq W
β
2 pr0, T sq.
Let α ¡ 0. We define Riemann-Liouville fractional integrals on r0, ts as follows
 
Iα0 f

pxq 
1
Γpαq
» x
0
fpsqpx sqα1ds
and
 
Iαtf

pxq 
1
Γpαq
» t
x
fpsqps xqα1ds.
The fractional derivatives are defined as follows.
Definition 4.3. Let α P p0, 1q and f P Iα
 
pL1pr0, tsqq. Then
 
Dα0 f

pxq 
1
Γp1 αq
d
dx
» x
0
fpsqpx sqαds.
If f P Iα

pL1pr0, tsqq, then
 
Dαtf

pxq 
1
Γp1 αq
d
dx
» t
x
fpsqps xqαds.
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Theorem 4.4. Let f P W β2 pr0, T sq and g P W
1β
1 pr0, T sq. Then for any t P p0, T s
there exists Lebesgue integral
» t
0

D
β
0 f
	
pxq

D
1β
t gt
	
pxqdx.
Definition 4.5 (Generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral). We call
» t
0
fdg :
» t
0

D
β
0 f
	
pxq

D
1β
t gt
	
pxqdx
the generalized Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral of f w.r.t. g.
Note that the integral is the same for all β for which it can be defined.
Theorem 4.6. Let f, pfnq
8
n1 PW
β
2 pr0, T sq and g PW
1β
1 pr0, T sq. If
||fn  f ||2,β Ñ 0,
then
» t
0
fndg Ñ
» t
0
fdg,
for all t P p0, T s.
For more details, see [7] or [1] and references therein.
Appendix B: Vertical and horizontal derivatives
The following definitions and notations are taken from [4]. We denote by xt the
whole path of x P Cpr0, T sq up to time t, that is pxpuq, 0 ¤ u ¤ tq. The vertical
perturbation of path xt is defined for h P R as
xht puq  xpuq, u P r0, tq
and
xht ptq  xptq   h.
The horizontal extension of xt for h ¡ 0 is defined as
xt,hpuq  xpuq, u P r0, ts
and
xt,hpuq  xptq, u P pt, t  hs.
We say that a family of maps F  pFtqtPr0,T s, Ft : Cpr0, tsq Ñ R is a non-anticipative
functional. For the measurability issues we refer to [4]. Now the horizontal derivative
of F at x P Cpr0, T sq is defined as
DtF pxq  lim
hÓ0
Ft hpxt,hq  Ftpxq
h
, (4.1)
if the limit exists. If the limit of (4.1) exists for all x P

tPr0,T s Cpr0, tsq, then the
map
DtF : Cpr0, tsq ÞÑ R, x ÞÑ DtF pxq
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defines a non-anticipative functional DF  pDtF qtPr0,T q that is called the horizontal
derivative of F .
The vertical derivative is defined in the following way. A non-anticipative func-
tional F is vertically differentiable at x P Cpr0, tsq if limit
BxFtpxq  lim
hÑ0
Ftpx
h
t q  Ftpxq
h
(4.2)
exists. The limit of equation (4.2) is called the vertical derivative of F at x. If the
limit is defined for all x P

tPr0,T s Cpr0, tsq then
BxF : Cpr0, tsq ÞÑ R, x ÞÑ BxFtpxq
defines a non-anticipative functional BxF  pBxFtqtPr0,T s.
We have the following chain rule for the vertical derivative
Lemma 4.7. Let φ P C1 and F be a non-anticipative functional. If x P Cpr0, tsq is
such that BxFtpxq exists, then it holds for the vertical derivative that
BxφpFtpxqq  φ
1
pFtpxqq  BxFtpxq.
Proof. The proof goes along the lines of the ordinary one dimensional chain rule.
Note that
Ftpx
h
t q  Ftpxq  hBxFtpxq  mphqh,
where mphq Ñ 0, when hÑ 0. We also have that
φpFtpxq   γq  φpFtpxqq  γφ
1
pFtpxqq   αpγqγ,
where αpγq Ñ 0 when γ Ñ 0. Now we have that
φpFtpx
h
t qq  φpFtpxqq  φpFtpxq   hBxFtpxq  mphqhq  φpFtpxqq
phBxFtpxq  mphqhqφ
1
pFtpxqq   αphBxFtpxq  mphqhqphBxFtpxq  mphqhq.
If we now divide both sides by h and let hÑ 0 we obtain the claim.
Next we will prove a product rule for the vertical derivative.
Lemma 4.8. Let F and E be non-anticipative functionals. Let x P Cpr0, tsq such
that BxFtpxq and BxEtpxq exist. Then it holds that
Bx pFt pxqEt pxqq  Ft pxq BxEt pxq  Et pxq BxFt pxq .
Proof. We have
Ft
 
xht

Et
 
xht

 FtpxqEtpxq
Ft
 
xht
  
Etpx
h
t q Etpxq

 Etpxq
 
Ft
 
xht

 Ftpxq

.
Note that limhÑ0 Ftpx
h
t q  Ftpxq and the vertical derivatives of F and E exist.
Thus, the claim follows.
For the horizontal derivative we have the following form of chain rule
Lemma 4.9. Let φ P C1 and F be a non-anticipative functional. If DtF pxq exists,
then it holds for the horizontal derivative that
DtφpFtpxqq  φ
1
pFtpxqq DtFtpxq.
Proof. The proof of the lemma is analogous to the proof of lemma 4.7 and it is
therefore omitted.
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